
 

 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
BUSINESS CHALLENGE:  Connecting Authentically + Remaining Relevant  
Everyone in business has a client.  
Clients come in many guises: buyers, bosses, boards, communities and colleagues. The ability for 
professionals and teams to engage and communicate with others in substantive ways and to work together to 
solve critical problems is at the heart of every successful business. In fact, most professionals agree about the 
need for strong client engagement skills, but few have mastered them.   

 
LEARNING SOLUTION: Sustainable Skills Training for Sales Success 
Impact your frontline to improve your bottom line 
At ProImpress, we appreciate the power and importance of solid client relationships to the health and growth of 
your business. In our highly interactive, skills-based training programs, we help sales and service professionals 
– individuals and teams; frontline and technical experts; veteran and new professionals (NuPros) – to master 
the skills they need to effectively and authentically engage clients, represent themselves and their ideas, and 
impact business results. 
 
About ProImpress 
Since 1985, the consultants of ProImpress have designed and delivered Ready&Relevant© training and 
coaching for tens of thousands of client-facing professionals (and the leaders who love them) in financial 
services, professional services, pharmaceuticals, biotech, high tech and other industries around the world.       
 
Ready&Relevant™ Training from ProImpress 
Our expert team of learning designers and facilitators focuses on those make-or-break moments that count with 
clients, with six timeless and essential skill sets:  
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* Pre-requisite: Mastering the Message™   

Ready&Relevant© Training Modules 
One-day and two-day  |  Agendas attached 

Keynotes & Webinars  
75-90 minutes  |  Visit our website for more 
titles 

                                                  SELL  • The Sale is in the StoryTelling™: A 
Sure-fire Formula for Being Resonant, 
Relevant & Memorable 

• Selling to the Top©: Gaining Attention 
at the C-suite 

• Asking For Referrals©: Timing and 
Techniques for Maximizing the Good 
Word of Your Clients 

• Mine Your Own Business™: 
Networking Skills That Really Work 

• Influencing Without Authority™:  
Negotiating and Collaborating to Get 
the Results You Need 

• Initiating Difficult Conversations: 
Shift the Context to Shift the Outcome 

• First Impressions Last™: How Image, 
Etiquette and Communication Skills 
Contribute to Career Success 

• Remote Meetings@Work™: 
Optimizing Connection Through the 
Lens of Technology 

• The Problem-solving Pathway: 
Creative Collaboration that Moves 
Team Thinking from Problem to Plan 

• An Inside JobTM: Collaborative Selling 
& Consulting Skills for Internal Partners 

• Mentoring to the Max™: Pairing 
Seasoned Leaders with Promising 
Talent   

• IQ, EQ, BQ©: The Raw Materials of 
Relationship Building: Part I (aka: 
Spinach In the Cookies©) 

• Four Pillars of Integrity©: The Raw 
Materials of Relationship Building: Part 
II (aka: Spinach In the Cookies©) 

 

VISIT US ONLINE FOR DETAILED 
SUMMARIES OF EACH COURSE 
(logistics, objectives, agendas, 
learning approaches) 

www.proimpress.com 

Mastering the MessageTM:  Nuanced Sales & Presentation Skills for Client-
facing Professionals and Teams (two days) 

Collaborative Negotiation SkillsTM: Agreeing in Terms After Agreeing In 
Principle (one-day) 

PRESENT 

Presenting Yourself & Your Ideas with Impact™: Craft Compelling 
Content and Deliver With Confidence – to Audiences of One or One 
Hundred (one-day) 

The Five Hip Pocket Presentations©: How to Craft and Convey Your Core 
Messages for Just-In-Time Delivery (half-day* and one-day) 

  MEET 

Meetings@Work©:  Straight-forward Skills for Initiating, Attending and 
Leading Really Good Meetings (half-day and one-day) 

Dynamic Team Problem-SolvingTM:  Harnessing the Brilliance of the Team 
– from Problem to Plan  (one-day) 

BRAND 

Take the Guessing Out of Dressing for Work©: A Collaboration with the 
Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT) (half-day and one-day) 

 WRITE  

Write to the Top©: Best Practices for Business Writing  
(half-day and one-day) 

LEADER AS COACH  /  PEER COACHING 

Leader as Coach™: Modeling and Reinforcing Key Sales Performance 
Behaviors 

Cultivating a Peer-Coaching Culture with IQ, EQ, BQ© (aka: Spinach in 
the Cookies): Supporting On-going Team-driven Growth (including: Giving & 
Receiving Feedback, Emotional Intelligence, Drama Triangle) 
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Sustainable ROI with The Online Practice Playground™ 
Our commitment goes beyond classroom training. We help sustain learning through powerful skills for enabling 
team feedback and through partnerships with the very best, most engaging learning technology available: 

• PEER COACHING (AKA: SPINACH IN THE COOKIES)  
• THE PRACTICE PLAYGROUND™ (A UNIQUELY ENGAGING 

ONLINE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT) 
 

 
Training That Fits Your People… and Your Priorities 
Depending on your budget, time and priorities, select and combine training to create one-day and 
two-day programs.   |   In all designs, a great deal of value is derived; the difference will be in the 
number of sub-skills covered, the number of exercises and videotaped practices conducted, and time 
allotment in the classroom (versus homework) for the capstone exercise (preparing for a client or 
colleague meeting).    |    Keynotes and webinars can be delivered on any of the Ready&Relevant© 
training topics. 
 
Training for New Professionals: ask for our titles and treatments just for NuPros! 
 
 
Highly Interactive, Sustainable Learning Design 
The Learner Experience for ProImpress training is based on the best thinking in adult learning theory 
and on extensive experience of what works in the classroom and online.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

“Excellence is an art won by training and habituation. We are what we repeatedly do. 
Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.” 

— Aristotle 

PRE-WORK   IN CLASSROOM  
highly engaging 

POST-TRAINING  for 
sustainment & ROI 

LEADER TRACK for 
sustainment & ROI 

• Work-related 
assignments that 
bring real 
challenges into the 
classroom 

• Pre-course survey 
assessments 
(HBDI™ integration 
available) 

 

• Out-of-Your-Seat Skill 
Drills (fishbowl,  
triads and pairs) 

• Tailored roleplays and 
exercises  

• iPad practice sessions  

• Large and small group 
discussions & feedback 

• Modeling of behaviors, 
skills and processes 

• Uniquely Engaging 
Technology for Online 
Training & On-going 
Coaching 

• Peer Coaching Culture Skills 
(aka: Spinach in the Cookies; 
part of all core programs)  

• Alumni Events & Webinars  

• Post-Training Metrics on 
behavior change and 
business results 

A three-part, practical process for 
supporting leaders to 
effectively mentor, model and 
coach the target skills of their 
people… and realize the 
requisite ROI by way of 
enhanced performance:   

• Leader as CoachTM 

• Leader as Color 
CommentatorTM  

• Real Deal Partner CoachingTM 


